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Friday, November 13,; 1964

EDUCATION WITH A CHRISTIAN PURPOSE

Voi. -X-X-¥" No. H

Ju d y G oodm an Is H om ecom ing Q u een
H O M E C O M IN G W E L C O M E
from the President's Desk
It Has been my privilege, during
the past three weeks?? to visit a
number of our alumni chapters.
Everywhere that we went we reBjpved apibyal wgjleome from our
former graduates and former stu
dents. Thej$ indicated in every
way that they were still very en
thusiastic concerning Olivet Nazarene College. We shall h a v e
many of these on campus, and of
course, we give them a sincere
welcome as well as all former
students and graduates.
You will be happy to know that
pve now have 33 organized and
functioning alumni chapters. The
Kotal alumni roster at the present
time is about 4,000. We know that
Olifet | | indeed fortunate in hav
ing such a splendid group of grad
uates serving in [®pacitie® of
leadership around the world. We
welcome all who have the privileJSkof again being on campusB
this November,; 1964 and o f f e r

Homecoming Concert
Presented Tonight

them our sincere congratulations.
There is one concern that I
have as you come back to Olivet,
and that is the hope that you will
be charitable as you see the way
in which the campu®is torn up
with the two building projects.
As I have talked to many of you
about this problem you have all
been very generous, and assured
me that you understand fully that
it is impossible to carry on con
struction, on the scale that we are
doing at the presen® time, and
still keep the campus in “apple
pie” order.
We believe that you and your
families will be able to renew fel
lowship with former classmate®
and meet new friends. You will
also have the privilege of meeting
new faculty members since gradu
ation.
May God bless you and make
this an occasion of personal en
richment.

Glimmerglass
Initiates New
Masthead

by Bob Simmons
This year, as it is everyHecond
IgEeap, the Homecoming ConceMi
The Glimmergl&® has institu
is on Friday evening.
Alumnae participating in this ted a new m Sthead in this issue
g ||||a r s co®ert will include Phyl- fpr the first time since 1956.
lisjsMcGraw King of Dayton,
The new heading, presented in
OHrasA^^mduate of 1953, she is this issue for the firs® time, was
currently g;udying pian® at the designed by Paul Hubbard, a 1947
^Cincinnati Conservatory of Musi®; alumnus of Olivet and the editor
Ohio. Mrs. King will of the Aurora for the same year.
be playing ®Dumka® by TchaiHubbard is now a cpm|nercial
kovsky.
d r® t in the Kankakee area. His
anjjjSmith from Scherer- office is located in the Volkmann
Bville, Indiana, will be playing the Building in downtown Kankakee.'S
iP rench horn. Mr. Smith isffa
The p lat® for the head was
graduate of 1960 and an out
made by the G. R. Grubb Com
standing musician.
pany in Champaign, Illinois.
Karen Swineheart Scott, ’6|M
This is the same company that
will be singing, Mrs. Scott, now
made the plates for the color
j|P ^ ^»dent of Kansas City.. Mis-.
picture of the queen on the insert ®&uri, has b e e n a s i u d e n t of in this .issue.
voice for seven years.
The design of the new mast wasji
I^uth Marie Eimer, ’63, a resi chosen for its modern appearance
dent of Kankakee, Illinois, will and suggestion of progress. It i 9
I b Iso be singing.
in keeping with previous designs
Two vocal ensembles will ap in its inclusion of the Adminis
pear on the program as represen- tration Building.
||g ® £ S of the alumni. The Vik
ings Quartet of ’54 (Jack Bar- Want Jesus To Walk With Me.”
nell, Harold Rose, Charles HasThe Orpheus Choir will tra
selbring, Wayne Gallup) and th^® ditionally end the concert. After
Melody Men’s Trio of ’34 |j o e
a group of numbers by the choir
■Truex, Harold Johnston, Walter which will include the musical
Moore.
^setting of Jame®Welden John
Each of the college choirs will son’s “The Creation,® the Or
be singing a group of numbers. pheus will combine with t h e
The Treble Clef Handbell Choir alumni of the choir and sing
P'Vill make their campus debut at Mueller’s “A Mighty Fortress Is
the® concert. This group, com Our God” and the Lutkin choral
posed of eight members of the blessings.
Treble Clef Choir, will play “An
Immediately following the condante" by Gluck and “Alleluia” cerplrefreshm ents and short or
by Mozart.
ders will be available in Miller
The Viking® Male Choir will Dining Hall.
also sing a group of numbers in
An offering will be taken dur
cluding “Brothers Sing Ofij,’.b v B ing the concert to help defray it®
Greig and a Negro Spiritual “I cost.

JUDY ADELLE G O O DM AN

Reading Program
Activities Presented
The Book-o£;the-Semester pro
gram, instituted at the beginning
of the present.school year, swings
into full gear in the second half
of the semester’);®

At the bonfire last night Miss
Judith Adelle Goodman was pro
claimed Homecoming Queen. In
t h e annual homecoming chapel
this morning. Dr. Reed present
ed the Queen with the traditional
white Bible and white orchid.
Miss Goodman w a s bom in
Garden City, Kansas, but is pres
ently living in Lexington, Ken
tucky where her father teaches in
t h e Uunversity of Kentucky. Al
though she is majoring in math
ematics, she is undecided whether
to teach or to go into I. B. M.
work. Presently she is secretary
of the Junior C las® a member of
the W. R. A. Council, and cor
responding secretary of t h e
Young Republicans.
On the Queen’ll) Court is Miss
Pamela Mae Cartwrighfej an ele
mentary education major f r o m
Paris, Illinois. She is 5’5 ^ tall
with light brown hair and green
eyes. Also a junior, she is a mem
ber of SEA and Sociology Club.
The oldest of t e n children,
Diane Sarah Bertschinger comes
from Rochester, Minnesota. She
is 5’4” tall with blond hair and
blue eyes. For three years she
served on the Student Council and
was active in the Aurora staff
and several other clubs. She has
been vice-president of Psycho
logy club and librarian of SEA.
Currently she is Student Body
Secretary.
The third child of a family of
f i v e children, Carol L. Sloan
comes from Manchester, Indiana.
Her father, w h o taught eight
years at Olivet, teaches educa
tion in Manchester College there.
Carol is majoring in English and
minoring in speech. ShS«^ past
secretary of Treble Clef a n d
Junior representative on the So
cial Committee. Presently, she is
S o c i a l Committee Chairman.
Though her special interest is in
music, she is also interested in
sewing and outdoor activities.
From Moline, Illinois come^H
Donna Mae Stirratt. An elemen
tary education major, she is
5’5%” with light brown hair and
hazel eyes. She was sec.-treas.
of Zeta Society and Secretary of
Psych Club her Sophomore year.
Last year she was vice-president
of SEA and WRA. Currently she
is President of WRA. She likes
outdoor activities; for three sum
mers she has been athletic di
rector at camp.
Redwood Inn is the setting for
the faculty-Alumni luncheon to
day at 12:00 o’clock. Climaxing
today’s activities will be the Anual Homecoming concert in Chal
fant Memorial Hall.
(Continued on Page Eight)

In conjunction with the book for
the first semester, The Other
America, five programs’Temain
to be presented this- semester.
At 8:45 p.m. Wednesday on No
v e m b e r 18, The Student Educa
tion Association will be present
’64 Homecoming Schedule ing a program of case reports
from their tutoring program in
FRIDAY
12:00—Facult® - Alumni Lunch--; Hopkins Park. The program will
take place in the Recital Hall.
eon (Redwood I n n H
1:30-3:00 Football Game (¿On
The next program will be pre
Cam pusi|||
sented by the Sociology Club on
4 :00-4:30 Carillon ConBrt
the topic “Poverty of the Rural
8:00 Homecoming Concert
South.® This will be given in
Chalfant Hall at 8 :00 p.m. on
SATURDAY
8:00 a.m. Phi Delta Lambda December 4.
The Public Affairs Club will
Breakfast
10:00 a.m. |Sbftball gamfe® Fac give a program entitled “Poverty
ulty ® Alumni
Winning So- in Kankakee County” in the Re
cital Hall at 8 :45 on December
ffiESatv
9.
12:00 p.m. Class reunions
Alsb; in the Recital Hall at
12:00 p.m. Alumni Chapter-Prefc:
8:00
p.m. on December 15, the
ident Dinner
speech department will ^Sponsor
1 :00-3:00 p.m. C a m p u s - Wide
a discussion with Greenville Col
Open House
lege.
1:30-2:15 p.m. Band Concert
Th^g final program scheduled
2 :30-4:00 p.m. Coffee Hour (Fac
thus fag for the first semester
ulty-Alumni
will be presented by the Music
5:30 p.m. Games-fK a n k a k e e
Educators Club and will be en
High School Gymnasium); •
titled “Music of the Other Ameri gram entitled “Technology and
10:15 p.m. Smorgasbord (Miller
cans.” It will be presented at Poverty” at 7:30 p.m.
Dining H all|v
7. :30 in the Recital Hall on Jan
The other books involved in
SUNDAY
uary 12, 1965.
the reading program are the de
9 :45 a.m. S u n d a y School
These are in addition to two votional book for the year, “A
Churches of the Community
programs presented on November Christian’s Secret of a Happy
10:45 a.m. Worship I Churches 3. The Ministerial Fellowship Life,” by Hanna Whitehall Smith
of the Community
sponsored a seminar with Rev. and “Man’s Search for Meaning”®
3 :15 Vesper S e r v i c e (College Wesley Bentley at 9:30 a.m. and by Victor Frankl (See the review
Church)
thegSbience Club presented a pro- of the latter in this issue.)
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on a \
Welcome home, alumni. It is, indeed fitting that the ac
tivities of the weekend be called a homecoming for to many of
us, Olivet is actually home in one way or another.
To some, Olivet may be a spiritual home. Because of the
way the college implements its motto, [ ‘Education with a
Christian P urposel many are able to find a spiritual foundation.
To these then, Olivet would become a spiritual birthplace and
home.
Others may call Olivet their intellectual home for here
they may have for the first time opened their mnids to the
great concepts of our age.
To some, Olivet of course is the first home for their family.
This, as shocking as it might sound, actually is a worthy pur
pose and goal for an institution of this kind for here we have
young men and women of like backgrounds and ambitions. This
combined with similar religious beliefs and experiences are
basic ingredients of happy marriages.
So, then, Olivet can be considered home by most of us
in one or more of these areas. But to you alumni who have not
visited the campus in five years or so or, for that matter, in
even one or two years, Olivet has changed. The construction
activity you see around you as you walk across the grounds is
but an outward indication of the extent which Olivet has changed.
We are progressing at a rate never before possible. Our fa
cilities are increasing at an accelerating rate. Happily the re
sulting product of this institution is keeping pace with the
progress of the facilities and faculty. The student body itself
is an integral part of this complex and just as you alumni were
able to establish yourselves in the various areas menttioned, we
now are able through the leadership of a dedicated faculty and
administeration are able to do the same.

u ir y

by R O G ER GRIFFITH

In his scorching sermon-essay nal destiny as long as we con
The Fire Next Time, Negro author tinue to serve God. These mat
Jam es Baldwin shockingly con ters are all vitally important,
tends “If the concept of God but are quite secondary in com
has any validity or any use, it parison to our prim ary task.
Christ has provided full salva
can only be to make us larger,
freer, and more loving. If God tion in order that we might live
cannot do this then it is time the life of LOVE, of selfless ser
we got rid of Him.” ;\.i
vice to Christ by carrying out
Saved and sanctified Christ His mission “to seek and to save
ians have leaped beyond the val that which was lost.” In being
idations of the God-concept and, saved and sanctified by faith, we
by faith, have discovered His have an unrelenting duty to get
personal reality and power in the out into the world, to reach peo
assurance of the Holy Spirit in ple where they are, and to lead
their human experience. The very them to the Savior of mankind.
idea of “getting rid of Him” is T h i s |s only the minimum re
blasphemous and almost unthink quirement !
able to many of us.
Now we do not live in a NazH 'T h e n ,” you ask me, “Why do arene world — we live in a very
you direct this ‘angry young real, secular world society. Re
m an’s’ statement to us Naza- gardless of what we believe is
renes?” Well, I see in Baldwin’s the right way to think and act
words, and within their context, as Christians, it is imperative
a challenge which is beyond these now that we turn our eyes out
theological incongruities as a sub upon the real world and see life
as it is.
ject of great importance.
It is time we get rid of our
Millions of our neighbors, whom
weak-kneed,pclinch-filled, sancti we’re commanded to love, live in
monious testimonies of personal m i l l i o n s of different environ
salvation if we have not entered ments, have trillions of personal
a [ a i m of Christian experience problems, and need an infinite,
in which we are “larger, freer, understanding God to help them.
and mord lo v in g ! And I’ve put But we’re failing them because
it pretty mildly, actually.
we’re not trying to even help
It is time some of us Nazarenes them, let alone trying to under
realized why God redeemed us s ta n d them.
Too often the church becomes
through the atonement of Jesus
Christ. We’re not adopted into an escape for many half-com
the body of believers in order to mitted, half-afraid so-called “fol
just “get blessed” in church, to lowers of Christ” who are inter
enjoy the benefits of Christian ested in its three weekly services,
fellowship, or to insure our eter(Continued on Page Five)

Ü

“A Chicken In Every Pot”
Dale Boulton

Political
Points

by Dennis L. Kent
A president has been elected be a great farce. The purpose of
One
of
the major questions be
for the next four years; whether the tax-cut was for the consumer
or not the selection was a good to use1: his tax savings to pur fore the Constitutional Convention
choice on the part of the Ameri chase nondurable goods, and the of 1787 was that of distribution
can people is going to be discus hope of government economists of power between Federal and
sed for years to come. I have my was that the money would remain State authority [ t h i s question is
own personal feelings on the m at in constant circulation. Instead still being debated. Indeed, even
ter, but my feelings do not deal the opposite has taken place; today, many powers previously
directly with personalities but consumers have been using their reserved specifically for the
tax savings to pay off long term States are being consolidated in
rather with ideologies.
debts or tpjfuiqrease bank savings. the Federal government. This de
Had Senator Goldwater b e e n
The
money from the tax c\St has velopm ent draws varying reac
elected rather than President
Johnson, either man would have been effectively taken out of cir tions ranging from deep sorrow
faced a severe economic prob culation with the result that our to extreme gladness.
Some people believe that the
lem. The economy today appears national debt will be increased
to be plunging along at unheard tremendously or the government transient benefits achieved by the
of advancH; Americans are re a l will have to print t h e missing conc[tration of power in the na
izing more material wealth than monies from the tax cut which tional government are far out
weighed by the loss of liberty
previously experienced; taxes leads to cheap monies.
Notice must also be given to which is a necessary result of
have been cut on the national
level with more cut!expeeted the effect of the European Com destroying the division of power
in the near future; and yet, mon M arket; once this institu in this way. Other people think
trouble lies immediately ahead of tion becomes completely self- that State and local governments
the new president. Several men sufficient, the United States will are outmoded, that the central
have predicted a severe recession lose most of its foreign trade. government must take over their
and some men of high standing Increasing attention should also traditional functions, and that the
have predicted a depression. be paid to the gold deficit which Constitution does not safeguard
What has caused t h i |a i r of pes is increasing. A conservative es freedom, but often stands in its
simism among economists and timate states that the U. S. will way. After examining the facts
government leaders? In our free lose $2 billion in gold reserves. available to him, this writer is
enterprise system we have al Notice must also be taken of the inclined to accept t h e former
ways experienced |c l i c a l fluctu business failures among old line position.
ations. Our economy revolves businesses (businesses in exist
History establishes that there
around a four stage cycle of pros ence for 10 or more years) and f |s much danger in concentrating
perity, recession, depression, and their huge total liability. Another the power in a central source.
upswing or recovery. Our cyclical distressing sign is the increasing This process, not at all unprec- '
economy has overextended the number of bank and loan fail edented in history, has been a
prosperity level of the cycle for ures. Total liabilities have reach major factor in destroying free
approximately the last ten to ed $14 billion in the last three dom. The proponents of centrali
eleven months and longer if we years according to Barron’s Fin zation claim to be seeking to en
do not include the slight down ancial Weekly. There are many large freedom, but t h e method
swing in 1962. The government more signs of foreboding whicM used necessarily defeats this
has spent huge sums of taxpay taken singly seem inconsequen high purpose. Concerning diviM
ers’ dollars in an effort to sus tial, but when lumped togethei|| ion of power[Thom as Jefferson
tain our economy, but yet, if these signs present an ominous sa id P “Let the national govern
we still have a free : economic o u t l o o k . P r |id e n Johnson’s ment be entrusted with the de
system we must certainly be near HfGreat S ociqf^ is reminiscent of fense of the Nation, and its fore
the point of reaching a depres the pre-depression slogan of “a i g n a n d federal relations ; the
chicken in every pot.” Should w l State governments with the civil
sion.
Several areas point to this fail to have a definite downswing rights, laws, police, and admin
downswing in the economy. The as a result of government actions istration of what concerns t h e
building trades industries h a v e short of total \yar, the result Instates generally . . . What has
been constructing homes and ap means that we would then have a destroyed liberty and the rights
artments in tremendous numbers, Controlled economy or sRialism of man in e v e r y government
but now contractors are becom with only, a thin line separating which has existed under the sun?
ing worried because homes and us from communism. If social- The generalizing and concentra
apartments are being only parti Ifsm arrives in such major pro ting all cares and powers into
ally filled. The margin of pro portions in this country, then our one body, no m atter whether of
fits realized by industry in gen forefathers have set up our na the autocrats of Russia or France,
eral is down to its 1955 compar tion for naught, and God help
(Continued on Page 3)
ative low of less than 2% of
total income. Undoubtedly t h e
prices of automobiles will rise
in keeping with the increases ob
. . .
tained by the automotive workers.
Government agencies have pub
by Forrest W . Nash
lished figures which indicate in
creased productivity of a great
trunk. As someone has said, there
number of items, but despite the
are those who live and act as
increases in productivity a n d
though history began just yesterGM’s billion dollar profit, we
dayhj How undependable is their
should realize that GM is. con
philosophy.
solidating its gains rather than
There are t h e Bilfflcal doc
expanding in expectation of a de
trines of revelation and there are
cline. Such signs should not be
t h e standards or righteousness
ignored.
which, by their very nature, are
Recently the steel industry
indestructible and absolute. And
hinted of an increase in t h e
the years have tested them and
price of steel, but President
proven them so.
Johnson said that steel prices,
It is not uncommon for disloyal
shouldn’t be raised. If Mr. John
hearts to deny what the eternal
son has his way, steel will not
God has spoken. To justify their
have a price increase since be
position they h a v e denied the
fore the Kennedy era, and yet
reality. T h e | position is the fig
wages and costs of production
ment of their wishful thinking, —
have risen. An indication of a
of self-centered imagination.
subtle tightening of belts in De
Many grads and former | t u troit implies that the industrial
DR.
FORREST
W.
NASH
d
e
n t|o f O.N.C. who are on the
city is not going to be caught
[a m p u s today remember w i t h
with a huge inventory on hand.
warm appreciation t h e times
Integrity never shines m o r e
An auto strike against all the
companies involved in the manu brightly than when there is a when they felt t h | presence of
facture of cars would have been genuine and discerning loyalty to God here. They remember the
ideal according to some econo the time tested v e ritie [o f the standard of loyalty and life which
mists so that the huge auto in Christian faith. There are some accompany His presence of guid
who would exonerate themselves ance. Believing hearts and obedi
ventory would be liquidated.
The tax cut which President from these sacred demands of ent lives are inseparable. Let
Kennedy fought so hard for and the past. To do so is as futile as them be joined together now and
passed under President John-S a tree branch trying to survive forever.
—Forrest W. Nash
son’s direction has turned out to though broken from the life of the

\o m the jf^aôtor
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From the Associated Student Body Office
“HATS OFF TO OLIVET’S «
Last week I visited one of the
large state universities of Illinois.
You might have expected me to
®Fpie away awed by the tremen
dous educational facilities! and
“ijpaybe even feeling a bit sorry
for myself. But this is far from
the truth. While I was impressed
with the vaB campus and learn
ing opportunities, I came away
more thankful than ever for Oli
vet Nazarene College.
There were three things I no
ticed on the university campus
that were different than life at
Olivet. The first was the dress
g ill the girls,. In my opinion, many
of them were anything but be
comingly attired. T h e y could
wear anything they wanted, and
believe me, they did.
I noticed the second area of
difference upon entering one of
the campus! grills for lunch.
There was quite a heavy smell
of smoke in the air. If a person
wants to smoke, that’s one thing,
but when he blows the smoke in
my face, that iijquite another. I
neither appreciated this, nor did
it impress me as a greafi&ign of
maturity.
I noticed the third difference
in the afternoon when the univer
sity professor who was showing
us around suddenly swore Hreupposedly to be more dynamic in
proving a point. Once again, I
neither appreciated nor was im
pressed by this display. It seemed
in very poor taste for a man with
an earned doctorate’s degree to
have to use a swear word to
get the emphasis he wanted.
Maybe these three differences
in the campus life of a state unfB
B ersity and the campus life of
Olivet Nazarene College don’t
mean anything to yo u , but it
started me thinking. It made me
thankful for an institution l i k e
Olivet that is not just angg’eduBational machine” so to speak. It
made me thankful that I attend
a college where emphasis is
given, not to just the intellectual
person, but to the spiritual and
Eocial person as well.
Maybe those of you whose fa
v o rite pastime is comparing the
B gakness of Olivet to the strong
points of your homestate univer
sities should attend those univer
sitie s back home for awhile. It
would make one less griper on
our campusBand m a y b e you
would come to the same realiza
tion that I did after just one day.
As for me, I s a y ^ H ‘‘Hats off
to Olivet.’H
Ken Armstrong
Treasurer,
Associated Students

Although it may seem early for
retrospection, I think that so far
thill year our college has defin
itely advanced in many areas.
First, better communications be
tween students and faculty-administration h a S been establish
ed through attendance of the Stu
dent-Faculty Administration Ad
vance which was held prior to
registration. Here a common in
terest was set forth and through
this in te re st both student lead
ers and faculty - administration
Bvere ready to start this semes
ter with the purpose of making
Olivet one of the best colleges in
the mid-west. The following week
Olivet experienced its greatest
total enrollment.
With the addition of new pro
fessors with earned doctorates,
and the construction of the mil
lion dollar science building and
the new student center, Olivet is
definitely advancing in the di
rection of a more collegiate campus.
Our student body is also ad
vancing — academically, spirit
ually, and socially. Students are
becoming more aware of the im
portance of a college education
and what it involves. To help the
student advance academically a
book-of-the-semester plan h a g
been adopted. The student coun
cil is helping by printing and
placing a brief summary of the
national headlines on the dining
table in the form of a News-oGram. The council also sponsored
a political awareness week dur
ing which several prominent pol
iticians visited the campus. Dis
cussion groups were held and the
Iweek was relimaxed with a mock
election.

La Dernier Cri —
The Latest Word

H ’Ask not what your country
can do for you, but what you
by Virginia Savoie
can do for your country.” These
words by the late President John
“Knit one - I Pearl Two.” Go their brothers. “Why do they
F. Kennedy hold much signifi ahead! Knit! But must you dur pick class time to knit?” you
cance for our United States to- ing class? It is an ever increas ask. You must remember that
daffl Having heard them r e p e a l ing bewilderment for the poor knitting is a time-consuming hob
edly, however, let’s change the Prof as he is standing, prepared by and many a knitter (partic
wording just a little and make to lecture onB ’The Fortification ularly a co-ed knitter) finds that
it more personal and applicable of Nourishment f r o m Wheat her time is somewhat limited to
to us.
Germ” or some such subject and class times.
If you are one of these knitters
“Ask not what your college he sees before h im ||& not an as
can do for you, but what you sortment of wide-awake students who only has time to knit during
can do for your college.” Does —but rather a crazy group of class, I offer this to you:
“How To Knit in Class and Get
this throw any more light on needle-clicking knitting fanatics!
I kid you not. This is happen Awey With It.”
the subject jpEach of us at one
1. Sit directly behind the cen
time or another has complained ing all across our country —
about something on campus, but from the Palm-tree shaded cam ter of the basketball team. The
what have we really done about puses of our western universities Prof will never know that you’re
i® Many times our complaining to the more sedate Ivy-League there, let alone that you’re there
with your knitting needles and
has accomplished little except institutions of the east.
yarn.
This
year
I
have
yet
to
see
to lower the morale and enthusi
2. Sit in the back of the room
asm of our fellow students. How anyone knit in any of my classes.
But last year I observed this and look innocent.
can we expect our college to do
3. Tell the Prof that you are
something for us when we show ritual many times. And a ritual
it is. It takes fifteen minutes going to sell whatever it is you’re
no interest in advancing the col
alone just to get the necessary knitting and you will give him
lege?
equipment arranged. I have noth half of the profits.
Perhaps the best example of ing against knitting and would
4. Tell the Prof that what you
student interest was the planned take B t up as a hobby if my
are knitting is for him.
fingers
were
nimble
enough.
The
work day of October 31. On Sa
If these four ideas fail, there
main criticism of knitting during
turday morning, a crew of some
are
two more things you could
class has to do with the effect
fifty students, under the direc it has on the poor Prof who is do:
tion of Ed Nash, Jr. class presi confronted by this problem.
1. Threaten the Prof with your
The girls who do knit in class knitting needles.
dent, took the initiative to clean
2. Quit kniting and listen to his
up the campuH In his conference (I have yet to see any fellas
knit B but it's probably only a lecture.
with Dr. Reed, Dr. Reed said
m atter of time) usually are knit
REMEMBER: The grade you
that it was the first time a stu ting gifts for their boy-friends save may be your own.
dent had come to him and vol or, in a few isolated cases, for
— Finis
unteered h i s services in this»
capacity.
Let’s not let this be the last
time. I challenge you not to be
“long on words and short on
action,« but to put action to
your words. You and I are Olivet,
fellow student. Olivet can be
what we make
Carol Sloan

Political Points

(Continued from Page Two)
or of the aristocrats of a Vene
tian senate.”
The spiritual tone of the cam
Perhaps there is some disad
pus seemingly has been at an all
vantage in that those who seek
time high. Even before the Fall
to concentrate power in the na
Reviyal, students were seeking
tional government of the United
God in chapel services. Of course
States are n o t usually willing
many were saved and revitalized
autocrats or tyrants, and that the
during the revival. Increased at fa |!|h a s been a good one, (of Constitution providesp such ade
tendance at the student prayer course this article was written quate measures to protect the
band also indicates a spiritual before the appearance of mid division of power. Because of
advance.
term grades^ but we cannot live these two facts, many citizens
on yesterday’s expemence§| We tend to be quite complacent —
The nature of our social ac must continually be planning
Of tyranny they say, «|Tt can’t
tivities has also advanced this
for the future. Two events in the happen here!’p i This writer would
year. Our social chairman has
offing for the remainder of this remind these people that nearly
worked hard to present several
semester a r e : t h e all - school one year ago there was a Presi
varied social events and h a s Christmas party, and t h e allachieved this goal with the pres s c h o o l communion. Naturally dential assassination. How many
entation of the ice cream social, there will be several other pro thought such an event could take
the coffee-cup forum and the all grams sponsored by societies, place in contemporary America?)
We must be aware of these
school film. T h e lyceum pro classes, and clubs. The success of
trends; and that it makes little
grams have also been better at thesB program s depends u p o n
tended and more varied in con you. Remember this is your c o fl difference that the men who are
responsible for them supposedly
tent.
lege! So let’s make it the best.
have good intentions. It should be
— Ray Cunnington well known that power tends to
Summing it up, this year, so
corrupt, and should be held in
balance between the conflicting
elements of society in order that
each may have an efficient check
on the others. Everyone should
realize that in order to change
the power structure so radically,
by Susan Jemenez
was Editor in 1926. In 1927, Lin membrances that time has turn as the “liberals” are d o i n g ,
either the Constitution must be
ford A. Marquart organized and ed to tradition.
circumvented or amended. There
published the annual; he is preSa
ently in educational work at Na Charles D. Ide who was Business has been no amendment proposed
tional College. Professor L. Mar- Manager of the AURORA in 1945 or ratified that allows the Fed
quart’s son, Selden, served as Ed is now the Field Secretary of our eral government to usurp State
itor in 1962 and is presently college. Phil Hubartt who jjiwas powers. Therefore, it Is correct
AURORA Editor in 1947 is a to assume that the “liberals” are
teaching in this area.
commercial artist. Prentiss Tom using extra-Constitutional means
The list H long. It includes linson, Business Manager in 1956, to get around the Constitutional
many notable educators and min- is a member of Olivet’s faculty. safeguards against their actions.
No doctrine of implied powers
^ p e rs ; Fred J. Hawk, 1933, who Loren Larsen, Business Manager,
Hp presently serving on our board 1957, is a Director of Music in one can justify the Federal govern
of trustees, Howard Sylvia, 1937, of our churches in Grand Rapids, ment’s becoming a centralized
and Harold Frye, 1942, who are Michigan. In teaching positions, power. In fact, as Andrew C.
serving in ministerial capacities. J a c k Bamell, 1955, Ovid W. McLaughlin writes, “The f e a r
Byron Carmony, who is a pastor Young, 1961, L. Selden Marquasrt, that the c e n t r a l government
in the Chicago Central District, 1962, Larry D. Buess, 1963 and would seize u p o n powers not
did more than serve as E ditor R. Earl Kelly, 1964.
granted was manifest in the State
during his stay at Olivet. He gave
Welcome back Alumni! Feel conventions which were called
us the Alma Mater, the Willing free to stop by our office which is to ratify the Constitution, and
ham hat, and a store of other re presently located in Flierman 162. this fear caused the adoption of

Notes from the Aurora
The AURORA takes pride in
KSlcoming back the many dis
tinguished members of Olivet’s
arumni. In glancing through past
volumes of the AURORA, I find
that we have had some highly
outstanding Editors and Business
Managers in the publication of
the fifty-one books that reflect
the history of Olivet. In 1918,
Hugh Benner served as Editor of
the AURORA. As you know, Dr.
Benner is one of the General Su
perintendents of the Church of
the Nazarene. Carl S. McClain
served as the Editor in 1921 and
1923. He has further served Olivet
in many capacities from Dean of
Men to Registrar of the College.
A member of the Board of Trus
tees, and a District Superinten
dent in Ohio, H. S. Galloway
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the first ten amendmenf U and
especially the tenth.”
It has been the mistaken notion
that when a State refuses to meet
the responsibilities which come
with State rights, t h e Federal
government has the right and
responsibility to act in the area
in which the State has not. This
notion is based on fallacious
reasoning which denies State sov
ereignty. The S tateS are in no
way responsible to the Federal
government, but only to the cit
izens of t h e respective States.
Thus it is the right and duty of
the citizens to act in the event
of State misconduct, not the Fed
eral government. The Federal re
sponsibility ends when the na
tional government has made cer
tain that all citizens who meet
the qualifications, as determined
by the States and regulated by
the Federal government, have the
opportunity to take action in a
manner as prescribed by State
law.
An understanding of the concept
of dual sovereignty, a union of
sovereign States, is essential to
an acceptance of Federalism.
Thomas Jefferson stated that,
“It is a fatal heresy to suppose
that either our State governments
are superior to the Federal, or
the Federal to the States. The
people, to whom all authority
belongs, have divided the powers
of government into two distinct
departments . . . These they have
made co-ordinate, checking and
balancing each other, like t h e
three cardinal departments in
the individual States: each equal
ly supreme as to the powers de
legated to itself, a n d neither
authorized ultimately to decide
what belongs to itself, or to its
coparcener in g o v e r n m e n t . ”
States, then, are not merely di
visions of a central government;
if they are to become so, it will
be at the expense of the individ
ual rights of the citizens, who
have chosen to create and per
petuate the Federal system.

THE
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Dr. Carmichael Celebrates
Golden Anniversary
In Teaching Profession
Dr. Vernal Carmichael came to
Olivet in September of 1962 after
having completed thirty-five years
of teaching at Ball State. At one
timeBpr another he has taught
practically every course in bus
iness education. This is h i s
fiftieth year of teaching.
He was born April 19, 1896, in
Brown County, Indiana. You
might say that Dr. Carmichael
comes from a family of teacher^H
For more than twenty-five years
his father taught in a r u r a l
school. One of his five brothers
is a professor at Indiana Univer
sity. Another is manager of Muncie, Indiana city schools. Another
is head of the business educa
tion department of Washington
High in Indianapolis. Still another
is principal of an elementary
school in Brown County, and the
last brother, though now in bus
iness, once taught a few years in
a rural school.
His only son, Loren, has taught
at Michigan State a n d Texas
Tech. Loren is now in the Editing
Department of the South-Western
Publishing Company.
Over the years Dr. Carmichael
has filled many offices both in
the educational world and the
church w o r l d . He has taught
school at all levels from elemen-9
tary to college. From 1948-1952
he served on the General Board
of the Church of the Nazarene.
He is listed in Who’s Who in
American Education and Who’s
Who in the Midwest. t
Through his father’s mother’s
side of the family, Dr. Carmich
ael can trace his ancestry back
to Samuel Adams, brother of
President John Adams. Says Dr.
Carmichael, “I’ve been afraid to
trace any other lines of my an
cestry.”
About his hobbies he says,1“My

D R . VERNAL CARMIC'JjAEL

time has been given over to work
ing in educational organizations
and in church work. Really I
have no hobbies as such. My
chief sport [is basketball. I like
golf but have found little time
to play golf.’■H is pet peeve in
education is the squeeze that has
been put on business education
by overemphasis on mathematics,
science, and languages. He thinks
there is a need for emphasis but
that there must not be an over
emphasis. Also he feels that there
is a point of view that business
education should be planned for
the sole purpose of educating for
managerial positions. He feels
there is a need for Eiany more
people qualified to fill lower posjfions.

Kankakee Daily Journal
Cooperates With Journalism Class
by Owen R. Williams
An opportunity to gain on-thejob experience was presented to
Olivet Nazarene College journal
ism students by Leroy Reedy,
Assistant Professor of English
last Thursday.
The voluntary program, offer
ed in conjunction with the Kan
kakee Daily Journal, will give
students who seek better-thanaverage mastery of journalism
an insight into the actual pro
cess of news gathering and re
porting. All work will be done
under the supervision of experi
enced members of the Journal
staff.
The student journalists will be
assigned to a Journal reporter
to observe an average day. Both
will then write their reports in
dependently, the reporter’s for

publication and the student’s to
be compared with it at a labora
tory session with other members
of the class.
Mr. Roy Baron, News Editor
of the Journal, and supervisor of
the program, has announced his
willingness to publish articles that
show a high degree of under
standing of jo u rn alism ’s princi
ples.
The plan was conceived by Mr.
Baron and Professor Reedy. Mr.
Baron has been a valuable ¡¡Sup
porter of t h e journalism class
throughout the year. He intro
duced the students to the practi
cal end of journalism in a lecture
given early in September and
arranged a field trip through the
Journal’s1'plant during the latter
part of the same month.
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Isolated
by Fred Wenge
Today as,-; neveajbefore in the
historyiof mankind, man as faced
¡With more 'pPinted reading m ater
ial than e(Er w as^S sn imagined
in previous -times. In just news
magazines alone, an individual
has more pointed information
Available in almost any field of
Iftudy than
was produced
in much longer periods of time,
njit many jmaSpago.
It is necessary for the student^
of modern tim<3> to readSenorEnous amounts of material just
stay informed in his o w n
S S d notg to mention the many
other related areas of study. Too
often the student relies too heavily
upon his text book and becomes
familiar gSvith only the theories
rather than finding adaptations
in the siciety around him. Many
studenusBare apt to ^complain
about the large amounts^of collatfflal which are required but
they should stop to ask them
selves, before they complain, how
important the required reading
i i S t o their area of study. If it
»does not infuse the student with
new ideas and a greater desire
to learn more in that field, then
that student has everyright
to f e‘e 1 ill-used because it
is senseless to waste time read
ing material just for the sake of
requirements &yhen so much val
uable information is being pub
lished on the world around us.
If we spend too much of our
time fulfilling required busy work
then we become isolated from
the world in which we expect
to place our influence. If we lose
contact with the world in which
w « live now, it will be even
harder to adapt our newly learn
ed ideas after we have left the
stimulating atmosphere of a col
lege campus.
Take it as a personal challenge
to not let yourself become de
tached from society and its prob
lems, but rather avail yourself
of the opportunities afforded by
thSgpver increasing information.
Make certain that you are aware
of society as it is in reality. Re
gardless of your field of study
put yourself into it with all of
your might for remember that
mediocracy is but a form of ig
norance.

Frank
Observations
There is one thing that every
one is seeking—happiness. Everywants to be happy. A Salada
tea tag read,. “Happiness is not
a station but a mode of travel.
Another said, “Happiness is not
a position but a disposition.”
B fi^eryone wants to be happy
and yet, so it seems, many peo
ple have forgotten the b a siS re
quirement for happiness. Our
Lord said, “It ig| more blessed
to give than to receive?fi|One of
the synonyms for blessed is hap-

S. E. A. Sponsors Tutoring
Project In Hopkins Park
by Linda Crummer
The Student Education Associ
ation is launching Project A.T.T.
(Aid Through Tutoring) in Hop
kins Park this year. The project
offers needed help to culturally
deprived children. There are ap
proximately sixty Olivet students
participating, tutoring one hour
a week over a ten week period.
We^meet our students at the
Pembroke Community School on
E ither Monday or Thursday eve
nings. T h e s t u d e n t s include
children in grades one through
eight, high school students ".seek
ing help in English and also a
■class anxious to learn skills in
typing. We are finding P ro je c t
A.T.T. very rewarding. M u c h
K redit goes to Miss Marjorie
Mavo, club advisor, and Dr. Ver
non Grows for setting up the pro
ject. Thel B e l l Telephone Com
pany and the Governor’s Commit
tee of Literacy and Learning of
Chicago have shown interest in
t h e project. Olivet’s S. E. A.
Chapter is contributing funds for
much needed materials.

jway back^Egeryone is busy ex
claiming how much he got done—
or how the lesson fell flat — or
how do you work with two stu
dents at once?—oHvvhat’s a good
book about space travel, or Scia
ence or horses, or cars? All are
enthused and eager to do a good
gob.
No one seems to mind th s|
three hour block of time out of
hisKmsy schedule, or all the time
he ha^epent and will spend pre
paring for a Kgssion. The overEwhelming desire is to be of serE'ice to students who have^problems witjji their school work.
It certainly is proof positive
that O. N. C. has many students
who are ready to give of them
selves to help those Mvho find
themselves citizens of The Other
America.
From t h e tutor’s viewpoint by
Sue Robbins
A few weeks ago a group of us
boarded a bus and departed for
Hopkins Park. Our purpose w as*
to tutor some boys and girls who
needed either remedial or excellerated work. As we rode out,
there were feelings of anxiety and
to some extent feelings of fear.
We arrived at the school a n d
went in to meet for the first time
some very fine children. We were
assigned our students and began
a v e r y interesting experience.
This was one of the most en
riching experiences I have ever
had. For the first time in my
life I had the satisfaction that
comes ,when one attempts to help
Isomeone who is in need.

TWO VIEWS
F r o m t h e professor’s view
point by Marjorie Mayo.
The noise rises to a high pitch,
and the gym could use some ven
tilation, but it’s a sight to thrill
any Prof’s... heart.
Sixty O.N.C. tutors are busily
engaged in helping Pembroke stu
dents with everything from sec
ond grade mathematics to high
school English. Smiles flash,
school books are brought out and
studied, pencils fly, visual aids
During this first meeting with a
help, and library books add spice.
a busy time on Monday and student whose name islJenise, I
Thursday evenings at the lovely learned much about her. She is
new school in Hopkins Park. The from a family of eleven, has a
Olivet b u s brings eager tutors twin sister, and iS in the fifth
and students arrive by bus, by grade. Although her reading abil
E a r , and on foot. All are eager ity is below normal for her grade
for some help with the academic level, it has not curbed her in
problems that a r e giving them terest in reading. Jenise geemed
fcjust as thrilled about this ne\$
trouble.
experience as her tutor. O n e
On the way out, the bus buzzesjj
time during our conversation she
with plans for the session. On the
looked around the gym at all the
college students and said, “Oh,
everyone is so p r e t t y . ? She
piness and we so often find peo
couldn’t u n d e r s t a n d why we
ple who expect to “get” enough
would take time to come out and
to make them happy. The only
real happineS] man shall ever help them. The first session came
to a close all too soon for me,
know is when he gives — gives
for I had become quite attached
all he has a n d gives himself.
to Jenise in the short time we
Perhaps we could paraphrase the
were there.
words of Jesus in this way: “It
As I was walking out to board
makes one happier to give than
it does to get,” Funny how men the bus, an arm slipped through
can do so many things in the mine. When I looked down there
was Jenise. She didn’t s a y a
wrong way.
word, just walked me to the bus.
If you really want to be happy, But when we got to the door she
give: give of what y o u have; patted m elon the back and said,
your money, y o u r car, your “Bye. I ’ll see you next week.”
home, your possessions. Giveftf
On the way back to school it
what you a r e y o u r talen t®
your personality, your ability to was hard to hear one’s own vaice
make others happy; and then, because everyone w a s so busy
last, but far from least, give ^ telling about the thrilling experi
yourself to a cause that is worthy ence he had had. I shall never
of all your efforts. Give of your forget the feeling I had. I was*
challenged9 Y e s , I was chal
self to the cause of Christ.
lenged in three ways. FirstBto
help this child learn to read bet
ter. (Already I have seen a lit
tle 3jmproTOment.) Second, to
heWj in a small way to better
racial relations. And third, to let
this child see Christ through my
life.
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School Paper Enters Twenty-Fifth Year
by Vivian Felix
With this school year, the school
paper b e g a n its twenty-filth
year of publication. The news-^
paper, through the years, has
had it’s face lifted many tim es*
' the size has changed, as well as
the type and quality of paper, the
|®ize of print, and frequency of
publication. However, the basic
aim and purpose remains the
sam S to serve and inform you,
the stud^®|and to record 01ivet|a
-¿Social, cultural, athleticH and
Iptdemic history, and to reflect
her religious, philosophical and
political views.
“The Campus Ghost” is the
forerunner of the modern Glimmerglass. This was a daily newsl®Sr in the 30’s, similar to our
present “TodayH sheet, however,
“The CampuH Ghost,” besides
announcing campus |weffipf> also
contained jokes, gripes, “believeit.-or-not’isH and news about the
^Students. According to Miss Ruth
Gilley, this newssheet, published
Uat old Olivet, fell into disrepute
as it developed into a “gossip
»sheet.” :
In 1940, the campus was moved
to its present location and the
first; issue of Olivet’s official stu
dent newspaper was published.
Called “The Olivet NewsB it con
ta in e d jSjjuch information as recg|
ord enrollment of 400, and the ad
ding of new faculty members,
Professor David Rice and Dr.
[¡Stephen White. Intramural soci
eties were organized, the Sparta in » Indians a n d Trojans re
mained until 1960 when the p re iS
K n fty stem w® adopted.
This first volume of «T he OliKret N epal sold for a subscription

rate of $1.00. It came out on Tues
days, bi-monthly ands|was ap
proximately the size of our pres
ent paper. Many names in the
O l^ S Nev® are familiar to us
no^^p s P a u l Schwada, Ralph
Perry, Norman Moore, Willard
Taylor, a n d Dr. McClain, Dr.
Leist, and Professor Strickler.

This ng® y article was continued
until 1948.
On November 19th, 1943jjjjthe
: g r e a ^ ^ athletic H ^ n t e v e r
E taged in this college gym “was
witnessed as theK'O” Club met
the Alumni at “Tip Off.” This
; tradition has continued to t h e
present day.
Through the years the Glim
merglass has changed alternately
H m a 5-column to a 3-column
paper and from a bi-weekly to a
weekly. Although thejl students
came and went, and the faculty
changed, still the Glimmerglass
is recognizable from the report
ing of Ka/ents which continues
“year after year. Tip Off, Who’s
Who, Revivals, The Messiah pre
sented by the Orpheus Choir, stu
dents elected to Honor Society,
student body election^ and grad
uation are the main events con
stantly repeated. Enrollment con
stantly was on the increase, es-.
pecially after thedyar. When Dr.
Harold W. Reed became presi
dent in 1949, the enrollment had
reached 1018 students, including
the college, bible school, high
school, and sub-College.
One interesting feature of the
Glimmerglass back in t h e 40’s
was a feature on all the Olivet
girls planning to be married.
Each individual girl had her pic
ture along with interesting de
tails, like how she and her fiance
met, her engagement present and
a preview of the wedding.
The 50’s brought m a n y new
changes and new additions to
Oliwgg In 1950 homecoming queen
and court was added to Tip Off
events and in 1952 the annual con
cert w afjfirst presented. The li
brary was completed in 1956 and
in that year Olivet was accredited
by the North Central Association.
The Bhub” of ONC’s social life
had its grand opening in March,
1957. This isB o f course, none
other than the “Universe* What
ever did students do before then?
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“Man’s Search for Meaning”
by Joe Phillips

The book of the semester for
the s e c o n d semester is Man’s
Search for Meaning, written by
Viktor E. Frankl, President of
the Austrian Medical Society for
Psychotherapy. Essentially, it is
an autobiography which recounts
Dr.
Frankl’s experiences in sev
by Redith Adkisson
eral Nazi concentration camps
Set in an old New England sea with an underlying account of
port, THE WINTER OF OUR how he perceives and bolsters
DISCONTENT by John Steinbeck enough personal directive to form
is a commentary on the hyproci- a healthy attitude toward life.
E y that passes for integrity in The book is composed of two di
visions : the first, his account of
these days.
his concentration camp experi
If a man wants something, any ences and how he uses them to
method is justified so long as form a reason to continue living;
he doesn’t gj§| caught or fail. the second, a short presentation
Strength and succ^^H - they are of the method of existentialistij*
above morality, above criticism .» psychotherapy which he has deS
But all men Rannot play the veloped, called logotherapy.
game according to these rules.
One of the most outstanding
There are men who in the ab
qualities
of the author’s account
sence of a law are a law unto
them sel\^»T he F.B.I. agent who is that, for all the pity it could
arouse with its constant shift
deported Murillo says it t h i s
way, “It’s like a man is made a from emotion to apathy, it does
certain wayv with a certain di not do so. Indeed, as I read the
rection. If he changes that, some book, I felt that the author was
thing blows, he strips a gear, he not so concerned with creating a
gets sick. It’s like a n - well, do-it- sense of vindictive pathos in the
yourself police court. You have reader as he was to show how
it is possible and necessary to
to pay for a violation.”
overcome resentment that accom
While his own fortune dwindled, panies useless suffering. In ef
Ethan Hawley watched lesser fect, he personally attempts to
men forge ahead by sharp deal prove to the existentialist that,
ing. Then come the chance of a although one finds oneself en
lifetime, a chance to recoup his grossed in the utter ridiculous
losses, and at the same time get ness of human existence, t h e
in on the groundfloor of a new meaning that one can derive
enterprise. All he had to do was
to submerge his conscience long
enough to sell his boss down the best friend what was left of his
river and to wrench from his patrimony.

THE LIGHT
THAT
WENT OUT

Inquiry-

Continued from Page Two)
but not in any kind of service
of their own.
As Christians and Nazarenes,
we must learn to adapt ourselves
to understand the non-Christian in
his own existential situation. St.
Paul said, “I am made all things
The next school year, 1941-42,
to
all men, that I might by all
As
we
m
o
v
e
into
the
60’s,
the paper received its present
name, “Glimmerglass.” Out of names and faces in past issues means save some.” (I Corin. 9:22)
150 suggestions, the staff unan become much more familiar, e s9 And now is the time!
We must also rid ourselves of
imously chose “ Glimmerglass j» pecially to upper classmen. The
our
religious pride. » B y grace
Bvhich is the name of the lake in
Glimmerglass becomes a remind are ye saved through faith; and
Cooper’s Deerslayer. It was noted
f o r its ability to reflect things, er of recently passed events. As that not of yourselves: it is the
and the paper hoped that from Olivet continues to grow and re gift of God.” (Eph. 2:8) The
its namesake to acquire the abil tains the old traditions and ts- most holy person is of no more
ity to reflect every phase of stu tablishes new ones« the Glimmer ultimate worth before God than
the worst drunkard or prosti
dent life.
glass will continue to record her tute on earth!
The first semblence of the pres history and reflect all phases of
"The fear of God is the begin
ent homecoming rasue was No student life.
ning of wisdom.” In our prepa
vember 12, 1941, when the back
ration here at Olivetl we must
page of the paper featured the
most of all, humble ourselves be
“Tip Off” activities with the
fore the Almighty God of the
highlight, a b a s k e t b a l l game
universe, yield ourselves to His
pitting the “O” Club against the
will, and become, in Baldwin’s
HARDW ARE
“sharp shooting faculty.”
words, “larger, freer, and more
loving” servants of the Savior.
The war years ensued, but the
D
O
W
N
T
O
W
N
KANKAKEE
Glimmerglass continued in t h e
old tradition. One of the regular
OPEN A STUDENT
VIC RIBERTO'S
cofinns was “Poism Ivy” As
ACCOUNT
HAIR CUTTING EXPERTS
can be deducted this was a gosVisit Our Many Departments
Downtown Kankakee
gsip column commenting on girls’
Sporting Goods — Housewares
eyes, smilesB clothesB who was
286 South Schuyler Ave.
Appliances — Hardware
dating E h o , a n d little rumors.

SWANNELL’S

from cherishing pa® pleasant ex
periences a n d comprehending
that which is expected of one in
one’s future life are sufficient to
overcome this feeling of absurd
ity. Speaking of the consentration
campsH Dr. Frankl firmly as
serts, “Man can preserve a ves
tige of spiritual freedom, of in
dependence of mind, even in such
terrible conditions of psychic and
physical stre^^^M
Dr. Frankl builds the term “lo
gotherapy’’ around the Greek
w o r d , “logos,’ which means
“meaning.” In contrast with
Freud’s conviction that motiva
tion is induced by pleasure (the
will to pleasure), Frankl says
that one’s principal motivation is
that of finding meaning in one’s
life. ThusHhe adopts the term
» w ill to meaning.” Another
meaning for the word logosMs
» s p irit.” In this connotation,
Frankl is concerned with certain
neuroses he calls “noogenic” —
neuroses which do not have exter
nal causes but rather originate in
one’s own mind.
The approach to treatment in
which logotherapy is used is to
encourage the patient not to be
introspective and sympathetic
with himself but rather to arouse
him to the meaning his life holds
and to his duty in fulfilling that
meaning.
Man’s Search for Meaning at
tempts to universalize several
facts about human capacity. One
of these is the degree of brutal
ity man can mete out where he is
oblivious to the meaning of hu
man existence. Another is the
great amount of suffering hu
manity i» b o th physically and
mentally capable of. A third is
the abilitj||one has to preserve
one’s integrity in a situation that
allows no basis for it.

Disillusioned, Ethan succumbed
to temptation. But it did some
thing to h im * he paid for his
violation, not physically but psychially. Instead of sweetness as
he had expected, Ethan found
in his sin a bitternessgiwhich w a a
impossible to bear. Dispair and
This is certainly a book that
a Saise of futility overwhelmed I feel every student has to look
him bringing him to the brink forward to as one basis for con
of suicide.
sidering WHY HE IS.
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Argonne

National Laboratory Program
DAN HOBBS

During the present school year,
students of Olivet and of nearly
two dozen other midwest colleges
will have the opportunity of per
forming experiments at Argonne
National Laboratory, s e v e r a l
miles southwest of Chicago. This
is a rare opportunity, and a most
valuable one, for it giveacollege
PtudJBB a chance to work with
top grade equipment in a pro
fessional atmosphere. The equip
ment available at Argonne varies
from computers to a nuclear re
actor, the Argonaut. It includes
much complex apparatus which
is beyond the needs and finan
cial capabilities of a college the
size of Olivet. By having access
to such equipment, however]Stu
dents are able to perform many
many rather sophisticated exper
iments and obtain results of re
search quality.
Argonne National Laboratory,
operated by the University of
Chicago under contract with the
Atomic Energy Commission, for
mally consists of two parts: a
research laboratory and an eduEational unit known as the In
stitute for Nuclear Science and
Engineering. The story and pur
pose of the Institute go back to
the years just following the close
of World War II. It was the de
sire of the U.S. to share atomic
energy with other nations f o r
peaceful purpoi^H a n d to this
end, the Argonne Institute was
formed. Its function was to in
stru c t and train young men of
other countries in the use and
possibilities of atomic energy for
peaceful usBM Today, Argonne
Institute has fulfilled its original
purpose, and its graduates have
returned to their own countries
to use and relate the training
they received at the Institute.
The foreign^students are gone»
but the Institute is not. The staff,
the buildings, the millions of dol
lars worth of top-grade equipment
are still there. Rather than dis
solve the Institute, the idea was
evolved that perhaps these facil
ities might be made available
to American students. Thus it
came about that for the year
1963-1964, two dozen midwest col
leges, including Olivet, have the
privilege of using the equipment
STATE FA R M IN S U R A N C E
John Krueger - Harold Krueger
Agents
201 Volkm ann Bldg., Kankakee
Phone W E 3-6647
Route 54 & Broadway, Bradley

of the Institute free of charge,
on a first-come, first served basis.
Argonne provides the personnel
equipment, and laboratory space;
the colleges provide interested
students and faculty, and trans
portation. This experiment is the
first of its kind, and its life span
depends largely upon ifs: success
this «tear. Mr. Jerry Baird of
Argonne is the program coord
inator a n d liason between Ar
gonne and the various colleges.
On February 29, 1964, the deans
of thirteen qolleges met and or
ganized a steering committee to
guide the programs. The com
mittee consists of five deans and
four science instructors, one
from each of the four areas of
Math, Chemistry, Biology, and
Physics. Our own Dr. Willis
Snowbarger is a member of this
committee.
The program at Argonne in
cludes not only student experi
ments, but faculty workshops to
bring professors up to date, spec
ial lecturers to be sent upon re
quest to the colleges, and a ser
ies of telephone lectures. In these
telephone lectures, a forty-fiveminute lecture is given from Ar
gonne by telephone and amplified
through PA systems in various
colleges. Following the lecture,
a twenty-minute period is given
to questions and answers.
Olivet plans as much partici
pation in this program as pos
sible. This is especially true in
the area of mathematics. Today,
a working knowledge of compu
ters and programming them is
essential to any scientist for the
solution of practical problems
and the coordination of data. Sev-

eral of our faculty members, ine l u d i n g Professors Tomlinson,
Pence, Hanson, and Grothaus, in
recent months have participated
a series of computer work
shops. These workshops dealt
with programming various types
of ffipmputers, and in using var
ious ty p e * of coded computer
language. P ro fe sso r Tomlinson’s
Math 91 class in computers has»
already made one trip to Argonne
this semester. Thus far, most of
the students’ time has been spent
getting acquainted with writing
programs. Next semester, they
will be writing programs to solve
more complex problems related
to different scientific fields. The
telephone lectures in math are
to start in November. Olivet will
participate in these.
The Argonaut reactor at the Lab
will be of great help in P h y sic *
providing many types of nuclear
particles for study. Almost all
of modern physics is directly
concerned with particles the size
of atoms, or smaller. Experi
ments on this scale really present
tw o problems, Professor Pence
points out. One is the problem
of the particle itself; the other is

t h e problem of instrumentation.
For example, to analyze a sam
ple of material, one might use
an instrument known as the mass
spectrograph. This instrument req u i r e s accelerated particles,
which require a rather gc^Mgsvacuum system, which in turn re
quires special pumps, sealing, ap
paratus, and measuring devices.
Professor Pence plans experi
ments on x-ray and neutron dif
fraction in conjunction with his
Atomic a n d Nuclear Physics

Sunday School .......... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .... 10:30 a.m.
N. Y. P. S.

......... 6:30 p.m.

class. This class has already
visited the Institute once this sem
ester to study vacuum systems.
Dr. Hanson of the Chemistry?!
department plans two second
semester experimentsM one on
emission spectra and another on
either vacuum line techniques or
radio-chemistry. These will be
for students of h S Advanced In
organic Chemistry course.
Dr. Grothaus is considering ex
periments on infrared for next
year’s Organic Chemistry course.

Evangelistic Service .. 7:30 p.m.
Prayer and Praise
(Wed.) ........................ 7:30 p.m.
Pals—Friday ............. 7:30 p.m.
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Rev. Jack Lee, Pastor
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THE COFFEE CUP
499 SOUTH M A IN STREET

W IL SO N lS
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and butter)
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Lee Schrock

M ID W E S T
BASKETBALL
F O R E C A ST
While taking an over-all look
at midwest basketball, one must
pay special attention to the Big
Ten. The Big Ten this year is go
ing to have some of the nation’s
top teams and talents, including
probably the nation’* best team
in Michigan.
Michigan has two of the coun
try’s best, Cazzie Russell a n d
Bill Buntin, with Larry TregonMng and Oliver Dardin to back
them up—all of of this plus John
Clawson (the other starter) and
great depth.
Illinois, Purdue, and Minnesota
will give the Wolverines the most
trouble. Illinois has a great
guard-center combination in Skip
Thoren and Tal Brody along with
three other very fast and efficient
ball players. However, Harry
Comb’s do-nothing-offense and
lack of any coaching ability prob
ably keep the Illini from stardom.
Purdue is able to jump back into
conference w i t h all but one of
last year’s team returning in
cluding Dave Schellhase, a junior
who made all-conference last sea
son with a 24.5 average. Minne
sota gave their fans their best
record in ten years last season
(17-7) and they have everyone
back including Lou Hudson, Mel
Northway, and Archie Clark.
Indiana is not far behind these
t e a m s with the Van Arsdale
twins dominating the play there.
Each averaged over 20 points per
game last year. But the Hoosiers
have never heard of the word de
fense and this is why Indiana is
not rated among the best in the
Big Ten. If you don’t think de
fense is important just ask Red
Auerbach, the coach of the World
Champion Boston Celtics.
This is going to be a rebuilding
year for the usually powerful
Buckeyes of O h i o State. Dick
Ricketts is the only double fig
ure scorer back from last year’s
s q u a d . The absence of Gary
Bradds is the big difference at
the Columbus campus.
The other f o u r teams, Iowa,
Michigan State, Wisconsin, and
Northwestern will fight to stay
out of the Big Ten cellar. Iowafl
as usual, will be a lack of luster
team. Coach Ralph Miller has'
a young a n d not too talented
team. Michigan State will be for
tunate in duplicating last year’s
14-10 record. They have two rath
er fine guards in Stan Washington
and Marcus Sanders, and if they
come through could make Michi
gan State the leader of the sec
ond division. The state of af
fairs in Wisconsin could be worse.
The Badgers lost five letterman
from a squad which finished last
last year. The Badgers look like
the best Candidate for that un
desirable position again this year.
Finally® Northvies tern has lost
their top guard and center, Rich
Falk and Tom Lopossa, who were
both all Big Ten. However, Coach
Larry Glass has some fine per
formers in Don Jackson and Jim
Pitts. The Wildcats may be a sur
prise at timesljbut its the usual
second division finish for t h e
Evanston school.
Among other t o p midwestern
teams will be Notre Dame and
Miami of Ohio. For the first time
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1964 Alumni Basketball Teams

Lastgygar C o a c h Hanson’s head baseball coach and assist
alumni basketball team put down ant football and basketball coach
the “O’■Club in a tight battle. at Newcomerstown, Ohio.
Now they’re back, ready to de
Spence Hendrick is teaching at
fend the hard-won championship. Alton, Illinois.
This year’s team shapes up as
Keith Powell, class of 61,
one of the finest, and will no Reaches at Harvey Illinois.
doubt prove tough to beat.
ThisR'ear’s Beam is one of, if
Returning this year are:
not
the best team Brer to repre
Dick Felix, class of ’63. Dick lives
in BourbonnaisH Illinois B and is sent the Alumni.
principal of a school in Wilming
Coach Hanson is confident his
ton.
boys can win, but he holds re
Bob Rodger, class of ’64, is a spect for the “O” Club. Coach
chemist at Chicago Heights,,- Illi Hanson has said, “It will be an
nois.
interesting g a m e a n d will no
Jerry Smith, c l a s s of ’64, is doubt go down to the wire. We
coaching at Celiva, Ohio.
are hoping to repeat last yearJs
Howard Owens is coaching and win.”
teaching at Rantoul, Illinois.
A slight edge goes to the Alum
John Haugh, class of 61, B ath
ni in height, but Bo” Club is
letic director and head basket
fleet footed, and will make the
ball coach at Newcomers Town,
Alumni hustle.
Ohio.
The Alumni girls will be back
Larry Hendricker, class of ’60,
works on his father’s farm at to defend their title also. Last
year they tasted the sweets of
Beardstown, Illinois.
Harry Fulton, c l a s s of ’62, victory|;;and will be out to repeat
teaches science in the Chicago the feat.
Heights area.
Both teams will be out to win,
Dale Munroe, class of ’64, is and they will have a host of loyal
completing O.C.S. training for the rooters. Let’s make them feel
Air Force, in Texas.
welcome but show them we want
Bud Hoover, class of 62’ is to win.

Kappa Upsets Zeta; Ties For 2nd
This upset enabled Kappa to
move into a three-way tie for sec
ond place. The game was a hardfought one which is indicated by
the s c o r e ,^ |. Kappa jumped off
to an early lead of 2-0 and main
tained this lead til the top of the
last inning when Zeta tied the
ball game up at 2-2. The bottom
half of the last inning Zeta
pitcher Ron Williams had a wild
streak in which he walked three
men to set up the score. Kappa
pitcher Myers threw one of the
best games he has thrown all
year. He had excellent control in
giving up only two walks and
striking out eleven Zeta m e n .
This was Zeta’s first loss of the
year.
Other games played this week
found Gamma against Kappa
in many years, the South Bend
campus is buzzing about a good
team. They have a new coach,
Johnny Dee, and one of the coun
try’s top players, Larry Sheffield.
The Irish lost only one player
from last year’s t e a m which
should have had a much better
mark than 10-14. Miami of Ohio,
who surprised everyone last year
in the NCAA Tourney by beating
Louisville and Kentucky, will h a v S
the best “small teamDin the U.S.
Their tallest player is only 6’6” .
But these “shrimpsB have five
players with fine ability and ex
perience to go a l o n g with a
strong bench.
Some of the teams you do not
see among the top midwest fives
and which you usually see every
year a r e Cincinnati, B radleaB
Loyola of Chicago, and DePaul.
All of these usual powerhouses
have been riddled by graduation.
This is how midwestern basket
ball looks in November. No doubt,
the scene will change somewhat
by the time March rolls around.
However, that’s the great game
of basketball and of sticking your
neck out by making these pre
dictions.

with Gamma Burning out on top
by aB alre of 7-3. This game also
m < »d Gamma into the threeway tie for second place.
Delta topped Beta to get into
the tie for ^Second place. Beta
won by a score of 10-5. The win
ning pitcher was Jim Williams;
the losing p itch ||, Larry Wafsem.
The game that was a playoff
g a m e of one inning between
Delta and Gamma proved to be
of utmos t « importance: f o r B f
Gamma had won, they would
have taken over indisputed sec
ond place. The final score was
1-0. T hfl winning pitcher was
Williams; the losing pitcher*
Smith.
Zetta Comes Out on Top

Zeta finishes the season with a
9-1 record. This record was good
enough to give them first place.
Zeta’s strong hitting a n d fine
pitching by Ron Williams were

Lyell Stark

Sport
Sketch
Ed Nash of Delta Society, is
the finest all around football play
er Olivet has had in many years.
Ed has led teams to victory
for the past three years, and this
afternoon he will lead t h e Jr.Frosh. against the Sr.-Soph.
Ed has earned the praises of
all who have s e e n him play.
Coach Ward sayB “Ed Nash is
the best Q. B. in the history of
Olivet. Ed is the type of player
who can run, pass, kick, and play
defenses! with the best of them.”
Coach Crandall, who has coach
ed teams t h a t played against
Nash s a y || “ Ed is a player that
must be played 100% of the time.
He can do anything, and do it
w e ll^ H
In the last game, Ed kept his
team playing “heads up” ball, and
the Jr.-Frosh. rolled over the Sr.Soph. 22 to 14.
E d w a s t h e spearhead of
many long gains, and played both
. offensé*) and defense like a pro.
Late in the first half Mike Wil
liams started blitzing the line,
trying to put pressure on Ed. In
■âpite of these tactics Ed moved
his team to within 20 yards of
t h J | goal line before t h e half
ended.
As many of you know, Ed made
the h i g h school All American
Team. It’s the opinion of this
writer that all praiseBis justly
due for a great athlete.
Ed plays an exciting brand of
football. I’m sure I ’ll be watch
ing him this afternoon. How about
you?

ED NASH

TYPEWRITERS
All Makes
Portable & Standard
SALES - SERVICE - RENTALS
Complete Line of
SCHO OL & OFFICE
SUPPLIES
Phone W E 3-8216

MINER
Business Machine Co.
291 E. Court St.
KANKAKEE, ILL.

more than adequate. There was
a two-way tie for second place
between Kappa a n d Gamma,
both with identical records of 6-4.
This tie was decided in the last
week of the season. In undisputed
fourth place is Delta with a
record of 5^5/ In fifth place Beta
with 3-7. Bringing up the rear
and winning only one game is
Sigma.
Watch this column for the 1964
edition of Olivet’s softball AllStars.

FORDYCE
Man’s
Lady’*

$50.00
50.00

IÜI
1 M a n ’s ¡ I

la d / * ®

W ËM

$35.00:

59,75

3

VANCOUVER
M an'»

$25.00 Lady'»

20.00

R ings enlarged to show detail.

Always timeless in beauty,
distinctive in styling.

¿JcLvardó
Jewelers
ZETA SOFTBALL CH A M PS

2 2 0 East Court St.
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By TIM SPACKEY

1964
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CLUB BASKETBALL TEAM

The 1964 version of the HO” ball selection, averaging «.6.2 52.9 seconds in the 440-yard dash c^Banding performer on t h e
Club basketball team takes to points per g am e^ B 5th highest and 2$.4 in the 220-yard dash. He diamond, he was also a capable
also ran with a mile relay team basketball player. As a D e lta
the hardwood tomorrow night in among society teams.
which Set a record of 3 :36. While athlete Jim has won All-Star rec
the a n n u a l “O’HClub-Alumni
RON DEAL is a junio^ffisket- at ONC R osa has participated ognition in baseball, basketball,
Homecoming game. The Olivet
undergrads will be attempting to ball standout from Stanford, 111. every year in softbalRbasketball, softball, and track. A physical ed
avenge a rather conclusive defeat High School. At Stanford Ron let baseball, and track. He was also major, he has served as an
of lastlyear when the former Oli- tered three years in both base a member of the Zeta 880-yard a sR ta n t to Coach Ward in
vetain hoopsters scored a d een B ball and basketball. His person relay team which established the handling t h e Bobcats football
team.
ive 86-68 triumph. Last y e a r ® al accomplishments included be 1:39.9 record.
Alumni victory ended a famine of ing the baseball batting champion
BILL ULMET is a second year
FRANK WILSON . is another
several years S the “O l Club two years straight* leading the Olivetian, hailing from Oskaloosa,
had won 15 straight Homecoming basketball conference for two Plowa. In high school he lettered Olivetian who played his h i g h
Echool ball at Bradley-Bourbonyears in scoring, being named to
games.
two ^ a l e in tennis, one year in nais. An all-around athlete he
t
hH
All-Conference
bægfetball
This year it appears that the
ba^ball, and two years in bas achieved letters in track (4te,
ONC all-stars again will h a v e team, and receiving honorable ketball. As a cffier he made the basketball (3), and football (4). In
their vrark cut out for them. The mention on the All-State hoopstér firR team All-Conference squad
Alumni contingent is boasting the selections. At ONC Ron has been for two years and was selected track competition he established
likes of Bill Bos, John McKnight, actBe in softball, basketball, and as an All-Stater a f la Senior. At a record for the discus. Frank
Harry Fulton, Bud Hoovler, and baseball.
ONC Bill’a sports record is phe has concentrated on basketball at
Spence Hedrick — all of whom
PETE HENRY is a Beta mem n o m e n a l He has made the All- ONC, leading Sigma to tw o
formerly graced t h e courts of ber of the “O” ' Club team. He K ta rs in every sport in which he straight society hoop championBirchard gymnasium.
went to Verona, Wis. High School has competed: softball, basket shipRHe ranked last year as the
C. W. Ward, head coach of the where he earned two letters in ball, baseball, ten n is and golf.
“O” Club cagers. said in a re basketball and one in baseball. In In tennis he won the singles title, team ’s highest scorer and was
cent interview with this writer three veMs, of college he has par thenjBEamed up with Paul Wald- rated second in league play with
that t h e H | . . . Alumni is go ticipated in baseball, softball, fogel to win the doubles title. In a 19.3 points-per-game average.
ing to have one of its best teams volleyball, and basketball, in the golf tournament last year he
ToKum up the prospects of
in years.” It seems likely that which he received All-Star status placed first.
the Alumni will control the boards last year.
the “O” Club squad, this writer
LARRY WATSON, a senior phyas they will outsize the “O”
sical
education major, comes to would say that a determined ef
DAN
SALISBURY
is
no
doubt
Clubbers. ,,
Olivet via Princeton High School, fort by all twelve cagers, lots of
Howeve® this writer should ob- one of the most highly regarded Cincinnati, Ohio. As a high school spirit» dependable scoring from
athletes
in
Olivet
history,
both
¡Serve that it is doubtful that the
sports competitor he earned let Frank Wilson and Bill Ulmet
former ONC basketballers will from past high school success and ters in basketball (§R swimming
present performance. A gradu
and much - needed rebounding
out-scrap the “O” Club. Coach
ate of Bradley-Bourbonnai® he E l f l baseball ¿ |1 ), and golf (2). could give the Wardmen a vic
Ward has a flashy pair of guards
can be credited with rewriting Here at Olivet Larry has been tory. Sweet revenge B
in Bill Ulmet and Dan Salisbury,
th
® record books there. During one of Beta’s most outstanding
both defensive demons and poten
four years of track competition athletes, taking part in softball
tial scoring threats. These two
Dan set four individual records basketball, baseball, and S w im 
Zeta men would just as soon steal
and helped set anotheg relay re d * ming (an All-Star in all four),
(Continued from Page One)
the ball as to see the opposition
ord. His personal success include plus^ competiting in t h e other
scoref they would also just as
minor
sports.
He
is
a
member
of
JUDITH
ADELLE GOODMAN
the 100-yard dash with a clock
soon flip in a lay-up on a fast
ing of 21.6 seconds, t h e broad the O N (Staff this year, teaching HOMECOMING QUEEN
break as to waste time on a
jump with a leap of 21 feet E i f l a class of beginning physical ed
At 8:00 a.m. tomorrow, Phi
miHed setshot.
inches, and the record for most ucation.
Delta Lambda will hold its annual
Now add to these two fa cto ^ J accumulated points in one year.
RAY WILLIAM!» a Gamma breakfast. Afternoon activities in
the dependable performance of He also was a member of the
sophomore,
distinguished himself clude a campus wide open houseg
Sigma’s Frank Wilson and the de 880-yard relay team which regis
at
Roundhead,
Ohio High School from 1:00 to 3:00, a band con
termined play of the Williams tered a 1.32 clocking. Dan com
as
a
^cord-breaker
in three dif cert from 1:30 to 2:15, and a cof
brothers - I Jim and Ray H- and peted two years in the state meet
ferent
sports.
On
the
hardboard fee hour for faculty and Alumni
you have the makings of a pos |?h e was fourth in the 220 as a '
he
broke
the
single-game
scoring from 2:30 to 4:00. The annual
sible "O” Club victory, e v e n
senior) ; he was track captain and
basketball game between th e H o l
though the odds must favor the Most Valuable Cinderman for record with an output of 37 tallies ; Club and the Alumni will be held
in
one
contest,
and
established
Alumni.
two «[ears ; and he w asl named
the m ark for the highest scoring in Kankakee High School Gym
In addition to the above-men- Athlete:;iof the Year as a Senior. average in one season, 26.4 point® nasium.
tioed quintet, the Wardmen will H s a ls o lettered four years in per game. While earning four let
BlSunday’s activities will include
feature seniors Larry Watson, basketball, receiving A l l - S t a t e
ters on the cage court, he made
Herb Alfree, a n d Ross Swine- honorable mention as a senior. the All-County team and received special seM ces at the various lo
heart; juniors Ron Deal, John Dan’s list of achievements at honorable mention All-State. As cal churcheHand a Vesper Ser
Sloan, and Pete Henry; and ONC are almost as outstanding a R ack distance runner he set vice given by the Gale Organ
Guild Sunday afternoon.
as his high school tally. They
sophomore Ed Bowman.
the mile record for the* county,
read
like
this:
100-yard
dash,
10.0
Briefly, then, here is a sketch
and in cross-country he recorded
of th 9 twelve-man “O” ’ Club i seconds fla||j 220-yard da|||P22.0 the two-mile mark. Ray also
seconds flat; 440-yard dash, 53-7
M E A D O W V IE W
squad.
seconds; and the broad jump, 21 earned four letters in baseball.
HERB ALFREE,1'’ the “holler feet 3jffl inches. He and three As an Olivet sportsman he has
earned a berth on four All-Star
guy” and “old m an” of the team, other Zeta team-mates also broke
SH O W I.D. CARD
comes to Olivet via Conrad High the 880-yard relay with a 1:39.9 contingents: softball, basketball,
baseball
and
track.
S c h o o l , Wilmington, Delaware, Riming. Dan has All-Starred in

An Appeal for
Women Athletes
by Judy Wilson
How many times have you com
plained a b o u t the sports pro
gram a 9 OlifSt? It could be
made a lot better if you g if|9
would
out and back your
so cm fS by participation. ThiR
year t h e r e is a well-rounded
H ariety of s p o r t s for every
type of individual ranging from
basketball^® table tennis.
Although softball is finished for
this year, basketball, badminton,
table tennis, tennis (sin g le and
mixed doubles® volleyball, and
volleytennis are still coming up.
You may not be the most coord
inated peK&m in the world, but
in the program now engaged at
Olivet, enthusiasm and regular
participation are pust as impor
tancias skill.

MEN’S FINAL SOFTBALL
STANDINGS
Wins Losses
Zeta ..........................
9
1
Gamma ....................... 6
4
Kappa .......................... 6
4
Delta ........................... 5
5
Beta .............................. 3
7
Sigma .......................... 1
9

COLLEGE
CHURCH
OF THE

NAZARENE
YOUR OPEN DOOR
TO
Worship Study,
Evangelism and Service
|

Sunday Services

Barber Shop

and the U. S. Army where he basketball, a n d been active in
achieved athletic prowess in both softball, baseballHand tennis.
area* A six-letter man in high
JOHN SLOAN is another out
school (three each in football and
balfeball), he recg^fed honorable standing Zeta trackman who is
mention in the All-Conference doing his share on the hardwood
football selections as a senior. for the Wardmen. While a student
B i n Delaware, by the way, every K it Chrysler High School, New
school in the state participates in Castle, Indiana, John took part
the same conference). While play in crRs-countryH football, and
ing on the gridiron in the sef f i M track. As a cinderman he earned
Herb was named as the All-Star three letters, captaining the track
quarterback of the 3rd Army squad his final year. Specializing
team. At Olivet, the spirited ath H n the hurdles, he won third spot
lete has been President of the in the conference, qualifying for
BrO” Club for three years, win the sectional and regional meets.
ner of the high-point trophy as a As an Olivet athlete he has com
freshman B an d an All-Star in peted in softball, volleyball, bas
baseball, football, and B rim ming. ketball, cross-countryHgolf and
track. On the cinders he has set
• ED BOWMAN, a Kappa sopho two records: 15.7 ^ B n d s in the
more, hails from Dunbar, W. Va., 120-yard high hurdles and 26.3
where he distinguished himself seconds in the 220-yard lo w
at Dunbar High as a two-year hurdles.
letter-winner in basketball. As a
ROSS SWINEHEART is a sen
senior he was named to the AllConference squad with an 18 ior Zeta athlète from Concord
points-per-game average, fourth High School, Elkhart, Ind., where
highest in the 15-team league. he lettered one year each in base
Last year, as a beginning Olivet- ball, basketball, and track. He
ian, Ed made the All-Star basket holds two high school records:

I Sunday School .... 9:45 a.m.

SAVE 25c

JIM WILLIAMS, older brother
of Ray, set the precedent for
him in high school by also being
a record breaker. Jim holds the
yet-unequalled batting average
m ark of .457. Besides being an

O N EACH HAIRCUT
Open Mon. & Fri. Nights
No. 2 Meadowview
Shopping Center

I Preaching ......... 10:50 a.m.

!

\

I Youth ................. 6:30 p.m.

1
\

Evangelism ......... 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday
Mid-Week Service 7:30 p.m.

BOURBONNAIS CLEANERS
KAN KAKEELAN DS
EVANGELISTIC
CENTER

and SHIRT LA U N DRY
Next to the Post Office

S P E C IA L! Clean Raincoats — Water-Repellent — FREE
LET YOUR STUDENT ID. CARD W O RK FOR YOU.
IT IS N O W WORTH A BIG 2 0 % DISCOUNT! O N
ALL DRY CLEA N IN G W H EN PRESENTED AT THE
-----

-

CALL OFFICE.

__

'

‘Rfc.

5 Shirts for a $1.00 W ith Any Order of Cleaning

Forrest W. Nash
Pastor

Arland Gould
Asst. Pastor

